
What was Flynn's background?  

Why is this relevant?  

Focus on Flynn.  

Background and potential role 

Flynn. 

What is Flynn’s background? 

What was his rank? 

Was he involved in intel ops? 

What access or special priv? 

Why is this relevant? 

Set up. 

Who wins? 

Who becomes exposed? 

Who knows where the bodies are buried?  

Who has access? 

What is MI? 

Who was part of MI during BO term? 

Who was fired during BO term (MI)? 

Why is this relevant? 

Who knows where the bodies are buried? 

FLYNN is safe. 

We protect our Patriots. 

Open your eyes. 

It finally came out that Rod/Bob were key players in the Uranium scandal.  

Don’t you think POTUS would be tweeting about removal given clear conflict.  

Why did POTUS meet Bob under the cover of FBI Dir interview? 

Bob is unable to serve as Dir per the law. 

POTUS has everything. 

Not everyone is corrupt (fewer than you think). 

What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines?  

Why is this important?  

What is Mueller's background? Military? 

Why did Mueller meet POTUS 1-day prior to FBI announcement if Mueller COULD NOT be 

offered director due to prev term limits rule?  

Why is Pelosi begging for a new special counsel? 

What is most valuable? 

Information 

AG Sessions on leakers. 

Fire or prosecute? 

Reorg is underway and happening. 

Remember, AG Sessions cannot look like an impartial player that is out to get all former Obama 

team members as we need him for other important work. 

How do you capture a very dangerous animal? 

Do you attack it from the front? 

Do you walk through the front door? 

Do you signal ahead of time you will be attacking? 



How do you distinguish between good and bad? 

Who do you trust to keep secrets? 

How do you prevent leaks? 

Who do you trust to complete the mission? 

How do you prevent warnings being sent? 

Nothing is as it appears. 

What show is being put on by AG Sessions since his confirmation? 

What show is being put on by POTUS since AG Sessions’ confirmation? 

Why was AG Sessions’ confirmation challenged heavily?  

Why was RR’s confirmation smooth and easy? 

What was the vote count for RR? 

Why did Sessions recuse himself? 

Why is this relevant? 

What group has vocally supported RM (Mueller)  repeatedly? 

How do you capture a very dangerous animal? 

Who is best to conduct the attack? 

Senate vote count [RR]? 

Senate vote count [Sessions]? 

Reconcile.  

Why was RR chosen to be asst AG?  

Why did RR draft a letter supporting JC termination?  

Why did RR use full weight of his office to attempt to block release of doc to Congress today? 

Confused? 

News unlocks past. 

Who can you trust? 

TRUST SESSIONS. 

Enjoy the show. 

TRUST SESSIONS. 

Who can WE TRUST? 

Will SESSIONS drop the hammer? 

1 of 22. 

#Memo shifts narrative. 

#Memo reinstates SESSIONS' authority re: Russia/ALL. 

Narrative intercept [4am]. 

Sessions/Nunes Russian OPS. 

Repub distortion of facts to remove Mueller.[POTUS free pass]. 

Carefully crafted 'out there' statements w/ falsified/fake Mueller drops will be made that nobody 

else would dare say/suggest. 

EVERY MSM NEWS STATION NEXT WEEK WILL BE SAYING & PUSHING THE 

EXACT SAME COUNTER-NARRATIVE. 

FAKE NEWS. 

MUELLER FAKE NEWS. 

RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA 

 

 

 



Narrative shift. 

——————————— 

Nation on alert. 

Firing RR = block Mueller. 

Firing RR = set up to firing Mueller.  

Firing RR = Red line. 

——————————— 

What was the Senate conf vote re: RR? 

Why did RR [BEG] Ryan to block the FISA MEMO from Congressional review/further 

advancement? 

 

 

 


